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The Accounting Professions Future
Is Bright Indeed
Louis H. Pilie, CPA

which are always subject to revision in the
light of unforeseen developments, or in the face
of evidence that underlying premises or pro
jected conclusions are not sound.”
Although the Committee did not yet for
mally state its views on the probable develop
ments in the areas covered by the booklet, it
is not hard to see what some of its members
visualized as, what I conclude, are the likely
developments. My interpretation of their vis
ualizations is, I feel, strengthened by the ex
pressions and observations of authorities
consulted by the Committee, within and out
side of the profession, on the environment in
which accounting is likely to find itself in
1975. These noncommittee viewpoints, pub
lished in thirteen, or fourteen papers each
under the title, PROFILE OF THE PROFES
SION: 1975, confirm in a large measure the
potentials and predictions outlined informally
in the booklet and clothed with what any in
formed observer would label as confident logic.
Further confirmation of what appears to be
the LRO consensus is evident in other well
documented volumes and articles, not the least
of which is the Institute’s 1963 ACCOUNT
ING EDUCATION. The contents comprise
(A) Five Seminar Summaries resulting from
the December 1960 conference on accounting
education convened by the Graduate School
of Industrial Administration at Carnegie In
stitute of Technology,1 (B) the questionnaire
sent to the participants in all six of the con
ferences, including Carnegie Institute, and,
(C) a recapitulation of the sixty-five responses
to the questionnaire, sent in by educators,
practitioners, and industrial and governmental
accountants. Of special interest are the view
points on the potential future of the attest
function, to cite one example, expressed (A)
by the 1962 Carey booklet, and, (B) in the
sixty-five responses to the seminars participants’
questionnaires. The Carey volume (Pages 58
to 62) gives justifiable cause for optimism in
the attest function area. Besides recounting
some proposed new areas, and supplying rea
sons in support of certain important ones, the
booklet states on page 60:
“Recently, suggestions have appeared in pro
fessional literature to the effect that the CPA
will in due course be undertaking ‘management

The profession's brilliant future is no secret
to those who keep current with The Journal of
Accountancy, The Accounting Review, Man
agement Services, and the releases of the im
portant accounting and management associa
tions. Additionally, there has been a floodtide
of excellent books and magazine articles deal
ing with, and seeking solutions to, the prob
lems emerging from the new methodologies
about which most accountants know too little
and are by far too apathetic for their own
good.
All accountants are heading upward
When we speak of accounting’s multiplicity
of opportunities, and the relative indifference
of so many of them to the future’s promise,
we envision many men and women in the pro
fession taken as a whole—accountants in com
merce and industry, in the halls of education,
in government, in public practice—whether or
not they cared to take the CPA examination.
At this point, I must record a bit of realism:
It is time that all come to know that com
petence and application are the real measure
of value in the pursuits of public and private
accounting, not a person’s sex.
In building up toward my own conclusions
as to the future of the profession as a whole,
I shall discuss first the factors which should, in
my opinion, contribute more to the challenges
in store for the public practitioner. Treatment
of the nonpractitioner’s roads to higher profes
sional status will then follow.
The practitioners’ changing vistas of
performance
Probably, the road maps of greatest sub
stance as to what we are looking at, now, and
the highways we are likely to traverse, are two
comparatively recent copyrighted booklets of
the American Institute of Certified Public Ac
countants. These are:
1962—THE ACCOUNTING PROFESSION—
Where Is It Headed?
1963—ACCOUNTING EDUCATION
The first, a summary of the views on the
profession’s future developed by members of
the Institute’s Committee on Long-Range Ob
jectives over a five-year period, is ably edited
by John L. Carey. In the Preface, Editor Carey
cautions that “like all planning documents,
this book reflects only tentative positions,

1The seminars, in addition to the Carnegie conference of 1960, having been held in 1961-1962 at Columbia
University, University of Chicago, Emory University, Stanford University and University of Texas.
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audits’ and reporting theron to third parties.
These suggestions have coincided with observa
tions by A. A. Berle, Jr., and others as to the
concentrations of economic power in the nonowner managers of public companies where the
only protection against abuse of this power is
a ‘public consensus.’ The thought is advanced
that society has a growing desire that there be
an ‘accounting’ by these managements in nonfinancial as well as financial terms for the
authority assumed and responsibilities under
taken—and that enlightened management them
selves would welcome this means of discharging
the obligations they have assumed.” (Under
scoring mine.)
Continuing, the booklet cautions:
“It may well be that the future will see the
CPA’s services so utilized.”
and, after reviewing the conditions under
which such challenges must be reviewed care
fully, goes on to say:
“All these performances in the attest area may
come in the nonfinancial areas associated with
the idea of ‘management audits.’ They are not
here yet.” (Underscoring mine.)
After discussing the resolutions recom
mended by the LRO Committee and passed
by Council in May 1962, identifying and re
viewing some of the possible attest function
areas of the future, page 62 concludes the
discussion with:
“The adoption of these resolutions may prove
to be a policy declaration of unusual signif
icance. Implicitly at least, it suggests the pos
sibility that the CPA’s attest function need not
be confined to the conventional opinion on
balance sheets, income statements, and other
customary financial statements, as a result of
independent audits of the type long familiar.
It opens the door to the proposition that CPAs
may perform a useful social service by attesting
to financial or economic data of any type, for
any purpose, when the necessary conditions are
met.
“This may lead to an intellectual break
through, revealing new and wide vistas of po
tential service to society by CPAs . . .”
In the 1963 treatise ACCOUNTING ED
UCATION (page 67) is given a tabulation
recapping the responses to Question 2a, on
“Opinions With Respect to the Existence (in
1962) of Standards that Permit More or Less
Objective Measurements as a Basis for Opin
ions.” The question pertains to attesting in the
business management orbit. The rather over
whelming majority answered NO in the four
areas covered. In tabulation 2b, treating the
same questions but as to 1985, twenty-three
years later, YES was substituted by a more
moderate majority in the first three, which
majority remained with NO, in slight degree,
as to the fourth question.
It can be stated that, generally, the con
sensus of participants in both efforts indicates
that, whereas annual billings will increase in
dollars in all functions of public practice, man

agement services will witness substantial pro
portionate increases at the expense of the attest
and tax services functions. (See Page 66 of
ACCOUNTING EDUCATION.) (Underscor
ing mine.)
Authors and participants in both volumes,
and the outsiders consulted, seem to envision
a far greater proportion of liberal education
for all accountants and business administration
men and women, than now prevails. All stress
the need for studies designed to stimulate in
tellectual curiosity, develop the ability to think
logically, grasp fundamental principles that
can be applied to a variety of specific situa
tions, cultivate the ability to communicate
clearly, and inculcate a general understanding
of human nature and the social environment.
I now invite you, too, to contemplate a
really long view of our profession’s future, not
fixing 1975 or 1985 as the years of possible
accomplishment, but with the prediction that,
in time, all these things will come to pass. I
emphasize that nonpracticing accountants will
progress side-by-side with practitioners, thus,
much of what I have said and am saying
about the coming opportunities apply to all
accountants.
A GLIMPSE AT OUR PROFESSIONAL
FUTURE
A different, simplified federal tax system, but
one calling for continued consultation on a
high plane with CPAs.
Operations Research, with the accountant act
ing as a catalyst between the mathematician
and the business operator. The latter needs
both in his profit maximization program.
The accountant now works in terms of ma
trix algebra, linear programming, queuing,
game theory, probability methods, statistical
and heuristic decision-making. He is not an
electronics technician but fully understands
the language and uses of the digital com
puter. The day has arrived when double
entry bookkeeping is a cumbersome tech
nique of past history.
Widespread trust and trustworthiness among
CPAs of all sizes, inclinations and abilities
where specialties and staffpower are ex
changed without thought of friction or loss
of clientele. Interfirm activities are now as
common and operate as smoothly as the
intrafirm pool of staff accountants acting
under different partners, managers and su
pervisors.
Collaboration in basic research with disciplines
outside the accountant’s field of practical
endeavor. Normal procedure is the formal
contract-acquisition from outside specialists
of new knowledge needed by the practitioner
who is too busy practicing to develop that
knowledge for himself.
A finally formulated subdivision of the prac
ticing profession, with the CPA having lib
4

eral training, broad knowledge, and vast
understanding of all the fundamental in
formation of the discipline and how to com
municate it. This enables him to control the
techniques which are, in turn, instituted
and supervised by the CPA’s technicians.
These need not themselves be CPAs but
they have passed an examination as a
support-professional accountant having a
high level on a par with the AICPA exam
ination of the mid-twentieth century. The
CPA is now a man or woman of letters,
versed in the arts and the sciences, in
economics, human relations and the behav
ioral doctrines. Besides his knowledge of the
basic discipline, he is conscious to a suffi
cient degree of all allied disciplines relating
to the automated gathering, assembling,
classifying, summarizing, interpreting, meas
uring and communicating of information to
others. He is highly trained in the art of
observation, detection and reporting.
Substitution of the public auditor’s greater
responsibility for adequacy of internal con
trols, for no responsibility whatsoever for
undetected dishonesty or irregularity, ex
cept in special cases.
Formal acceptability by clients of the duty of
preparing, under recognized procedures and
the direction of the public auditor, all the
work papers and report and tax return ex
hibits and schedules, subject to the auditor’s
tests and approval.
The new, distinctive role of attestor. Here he
attests to everyone and anyone on any and
all issues, the study of which he is willing
to undertake. He attests to whether or not
executives have managed their organizations
in accordance with acceptable management
standards and principles; whether or not
the facts upon which were based a partic
ular decision are the appropriate facts, and
to what degree they are unacceptable and
why. As an unbiased, objective measurer
and communicator of proven integrity, his
attestations—short of guaranteeing outcomeare accepted with confidence. He tells de
signers of computer machines what informa
tion users need. He directs the programming
so as to provide the “right” information to
the “right” person at the “right” time.
Much closer dependency upon the CPA in
many circles, but particularly by bankers,
lawyers and government.
A clearer, more easily enforced—and better en
forced—code of professional ethics.
The high order of performance of the internal
accountant is rising higher.
As Carey puts it, following the Herman
Bevis definition, “The accounting function dis
charged internally is the measurement and
communication of economic data regarding
parts of an organization for the benefit of su

pervisory echelons within such organization.”
(Pages 11 and 12 of the Carey volume.)
Elaborating further (Page 16): The elements
of the accounting function have to do with the
observing, measuring, recording, classifying,
summarizing, interpreting, reporting, and in
specting (auditing) of economic data.” It is
observed (quoting from Pages 78 and 83) that
this definition purposely avoids confining the
accounting function to dollar data, or even
financial data in the broad sense; that the
term “economic data” includes in the subject
matter of the accounting function all quantita
tive data that may be part of the control and
operation mechanisms of management. The
role of the controller, for example, is changing,
the booklet warns. No longer can he regard
his interest and responsibility as related pri
marily to the accounting system, with perhaps
only an indirect interest,- or concern in related
areas, such as production and sales. If, the
booklet continues, the controller does not ex
pand his interests, activities, and responsibil
ities—as many have—to comprehend all infor
mation systems within the business enterprise,
that responsibility will be given to someone
else, perhaps a “Director of Information.”
It follows that educators’ internal auditors,
and accountants in governmental occupations
shall, along with practitioners and controllers,
also have to broaden their concept of the
proper accounting function. It is easy to see
that the factors bringing about that circum
stance will call for broader areas of learning
on the part of all participants. These factors
include the increasing complexity in the basic
operation of business and the development of
an ever-growing arsenal of analytical tech
niques to serve the new scientific management
methods involving modern mathematics, statis
tics, EDP, simulation techniques, the behav
ioral sciences, and so on. All this will demand
broader gauged men and women in our sphere
of activity, and will condemn mediocrity to
the dead sea of impoverished effort.
What are some of the signs pointing to that
conclusion? The moving finger of recent busi
ness history is one. Another needs but the use
of your own imagination which tries to fit into
the framework of, say, a modern management
reporting system the sorry plight of the un
tutored, unimaginative individual who is slow
in grasping changing situations, unskilled in
coordinating the human efforts of others, who
is a stranger to the attributes of the mobilizer
and motivator of men and women, and who
cannot communicate effectively his thinking on
short- and long-range management problems.
Let’s give a little of our attention to these
two signposts, the first being:
Some recent occurrences revealing relationship
between management uses of accounting and
profitability and success.
5

About a year or so ago, it was my good
fortune to review for the Journal of Account
ancy two books: “Uses of Accounting for Small
Business” by Stephen A. Zeff, 1962, and
“Small Business Accounting in Massachusetts:
Practices and Problems” by Alvin Slavin and
Seth A. Armen, 1962. Both reviews were pub
lished simultaneously in the March 1964 Jour
nal of Accountancy.
Both volumes, to repeat my own review,
give ample descriptive evidence as to those
parts of accounting which bring to manage
ment the refined procedures of selective com
parison, planning, projecting, budgeting and
forecasting which function as locators of trou
ble spots and as aids to decision-making. Both
books reveal that the accountant has the
responsibility to create an awareness on the
part of his principal of the management ben
efits arising from these procedures, and the
duty of taking the initiative in that area. Both
are filled with helpful examples of “how to
do it.”
The Slavin-Armen study’s objective went
beyond that aspect. It reports, in detailed ta
bles, on the results of the 518 responses in
complete form to 2,132 questionnaires mailed
at random to small businesses in Massachu
setts. In addition, 25 per cent subsamples
were drawn for the 2,132 firms and the busi
ness managers of 152 of these subsample firms
were interviewed in depth, and the tables
cover them.
To me, it was amazing to find such high
percentages of those small firms using so many
helpful management aids. More amazing was
the extent to which profits and general op
erating success were attained by those estab
lishments so utilizing such modern aids, when
compared with the results of those neglecting
them.
Obviously, the larger and more complex the
successful business, the more informed will be
its management because of the higher degree
of its accounting function. Something more
has to be added. Timeliness and quality of
reporting can make a big difference, whether
the enterprise be large or small.
And this brings us to the second signpost.
It points to the educationally well-rounded,
broad-gauged person as the only logical can
didate fit to deal with the demands of ac
counting guidance in the decision-making
process. The better the education one pos
sesses, the greater facility he has to communi
cate orally and in writing—and communication,
more than in the past, will mark success in
accounting and in management.
Other things being equal, the liberally trained
executive will perform much more effectively
than his less erudite counterpart.
More and more, business problems will be
solved and business futures will be “created,”

as it were, by techniques and management
conceptions unheard of two decades ago. Mod
ern mathematics and other scientific proce
dures rendered feasible in measuring prob
abilities by electronic computer speeds, bring
into play talents and training not yet generally
associated by the uninformed with the ac
counting profession. Superimposed upon tech
nical knowledgeability in this area is the need
for an appropriate attitude in dealing with the
higher echelon and lower level management
people within the organizational teams.
By way of illustration, let us assume that
the requirement is a written report to the
president, to be amplified orally later, cal
culated to move him in the direction of a
certain action deemed important to the com
pany’s welfare. The newcomer controller, whose
conviction on his point of view is strongly
supported, as the result of thorough analysis,
must meet the busy president with every per
suasive force available if success is to ensue.
His six years at the university have given
him these insights:
1.
Regarding his right to recommend
a) He must be certain that his founda
tion is sound and based on under
standable facts.
b) He must remind the president, with
dexterity, of his own personal au
thoritativeness, his right to speak on
the subject. (This attribute usually
develops through repeated overt acts
of good faith and fair dealing and a
history of unbiased expressed con
victions. For the accountant in par
ticular, it normally comes from,
among other things, the habit of dis
closing the pertinent facts impassion
ately at any cost; of arguing, not to
gain a point, but that the truth may
appear.)
2. Regarding the president’s attitude, with
emphasis on the need to foster his ac
ceptability, and knowledge of the cir
cumstances which may affect that ac
ceptability favorably or unfavorably
a) He will make report brief, clear and
to the point. If longer than one page,
the controller’s signature will go on
the first page beneath as few wellchosen words as possible to get to
the heart of his presentation; then,
the supporting pages will follow.
b) It will furnish easily understood vis
ual aids to facilitate understanding
and promote acceptance.
c) It will be kept free of all danger of
jarring reaction through uninviting
design or poorly balanced physical
appearance.
(Continued to page 13)
Q

Reviewing or Judging
Management Decisions
Julianna Royal, CPA

I listened with pleasure and interest to Mr.
Pilié’s speech. His talk was especially well pre
sented and obviously represented a topic that
was of vital interest to the speaker.
* I share his interest in the future of the ac
counting profession, and it is this interest
which prompts me to write these few remarks
on his topic.
I agree with the points Mr. Pilié raised to
the effect that the profession is advancing and
upgrading itself, and that the profession must
prepare for and participate in technological
advances in the business of recording, com
municating and auditing business transactions.
However, when it comes to reviewing or
judging management decisions in the role of
an independent third party, some additional
points should be considered.
Would the attest function regarding man
agement be limited to an opinion on the way
the company managers carried out policies and
directives, or would it go deeper into judging
management on such business decisions as:
Should “X” subsidiary have been bought or
sold?
Should new product “X” have been re
searched at all?
Should the company have taken a strike in
preference to settling a collective bargain
ing contract short of a strike?
If a CPA is to render his opinion just on
management’s execution of policies and direc
tives, then the criteria and safeguards men
tioned would likely be sufficient.
However, in my opinion, if a CPA is to
judge management on basic decisions, he must
meet stiffer criteria than those mentioned by
Mr. Pilié.
First, the CPA should earn his living in
private industry for at least ten years, five of
which should be spent at an attained level
which demands his participation in the level
of management decisions to be judged.
Until an individual knows that his livelihood
and the welfare of his family depend not only
on the expertness of his decisions, but also on
his ability to sell them and on his ability to
participate in team decisions, he has little or
no understanding of the pressures and con
siderations management experiences.
Secondly, the power to judge must be cou
pled with responsibility for that judgment.
A judgment in other professions brings
checks and balances immediately to the fore.
A judge in a court of law knows that his de
cisions may be reviewed by several high tribu
nals and, therefore, he is held accountable for
each decision individually.

The medical profession polices itself through
committees of doctors in most hospitals who
review diagnoses and treatments by individual
doctors admitted to practice in these hospitals.
Patients, themselves, act as barometers of the
doctor’s effectiveness as a decision maker. The
liability for malpractice reminds a doctor daily
that he is held responsible for his judgments.
Management in private industry is held re
sponsible by the results of operations as at
tested to by CPAs. Stockholders who are not
satisfied may change managements.
It should be remembered that “management”
as we speak of it is not a fixed group of in
dividuals in any one company. Within its own
ranks, management exercises the power to
judge each of its own members both upward
and downward. The individual manager whose
batting average in management decisions gets
too low is automatically subject to either dis
missal or relegation to an ineffective post.
Thirdly, what safeguards would be afforded
by law or by the CPA to protect management
from incorrect judgments by their outside
auditors?
Would the independent CPA sit in on man
agement meetings and register his judgment at
the time a decision was made, before it was
implemented?
Would his judgments be published after the
results of the decisions were known, so that
his record could be compared to management’s
by the stockholders?
This system would certainly develop CPAs
into better businessmen, but could danger
ously influence their independence at audit
time. For example—suppose a management
team decided to invest a material amount of
money in a new product line; the outside
CPAs agree, and so register their judgment.
After two or three years, the apparent success
or failure of the line depends on allocation of
R and D costs and manufacturing overhead.
Could the auditor then be any more independ
ent than management in judging “inventory
valuation” or “results of operations?”
If a CPA was to render an adverse opinion
on a particular management person or group,
and this opinion was contested by manage
ment, who would finally decide the correct
answer?
Would it be the stockholders, a court of
law, or a committee of CPAs?
These and other questions will need anal
ysis, investigation, and answers as the CPA
profession moves into the future.
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AWSCPA-ASWA Joint Annual Meeting
Miami Beach, Florida
September 30-October 3, 1964
Presentation of 1963-1964 AWSCPA award to Tucson
ASWA Chapter.

ASWA Chapter delegates at credentials desk.

Isham, ASWA President 1963-1964; Phyllis Peters,
ASWA President 1964-1965; Grace F. Highfield,
AWSCPA President 1963-1964.

Officials at Joint Annual Business Meeting (left to
right) Margaret Bailey, ASWA President Elect; Mary
F. Hall, AWSCPA President 1962-1963; Beatrice C.
Langley, National Headquarters Supervisor; Pearl M.
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Luncheon speaker Louis H. Pilié, CPA, New Orleans,
Louisiana.
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TAX FORUM
DOROTHEA WATSON, CPA

Responsibilities in Tax Practice
The American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants through its Committee on Fed
eral Taxation contemplates the publication of
a numbered series of statements on the re
sponsibilities in tax practice. This series of
statements is intended to constitute a body of
opinion on what are good standards of tax
practice, delineating the extent of a CPA’s
responsibility to his client, the public, the
Government, and his profession. The first state
ment of this series was issued in September,
1964 and deals with “Signature of Preparer.”
According to this statement “A CPA should
sign as preparer any Federal tax return which
requires the signature of a preparer if he pre
pares it for and transmits it to the taxpayer
or another, whether or not the return was pre
pared for compensation.”
This statement goes one step further than
the Income Tax Regulations which, at Section
1.6065-1(b) (1), require that a preparer must
sign the preparer’s declaration on a return pro
viding for such verification where the return is
prepared for a taxpayer for compensation or
as an incident to the performance of other
services for which compensation is received.
The statement also defines situations which
will be considered to constitute the prepara
tion of a return and in which the CPA’s
signature as preparer will be required and sit
uations which will not be considered as con
stituting the preparation of a return and in
which the CPA’s signature as preparer will not
be required.
*
*
*
In connection with its conversion to ADP,
the Internal Revenue Service has completed a
survey of the processing problems which arise
when poor reproductions of the tax return
forms and the related schedules are filed. The
survey reveals four major causes of processing
problems:
1. Failure to use reproductions which meet
the paper weight specifications of Rev.
Proc. 64-39.
2. Failure to follow the format of official
returns and schedules.
3. Use of specialty forms which do not con
form to official forms.
4. Failure to follow the page sequences of
official forms.
These are areas in which all tax practition
ers can and should assist the Internal Revenue
Service.
*
*
*
The following timely article comes to us
from Mrs. Roberta M. Rhoads, President of
Birmingham ASWA Chapter No. 47:

CASUALTY LOSSES
With the coming of the hurricane and tor
nado season and the approach of winter, many
taxpayers will experience nonbusiness losses
arising from casualties. A casualty has been
defined as an event due to some sudden un
expected, or unusual cause.
On nonbusiness property the deduction is
limited to the lesser of (1) the economic loss
or (2) adjusted basis of the entire property.
The loss, of course, must be reduced by any
insurance proceeds received on the damaged
property; and in addition the first $100.00 over
and above the insurance proceeds is not al
lowed as a deduction (applicable to losses
sustained after December 31, 1963, in taxable
years ending after such date). The entire prop
erty description above includes land, land im
provements, and the building as one unit. An
illustration follows :
Taxpayer A has a lake cottage which was
partially destroyed by a tornado. He orig
inally paid $3,000.00 for the land, $1,500.00
for land improvements, and $15,500.00 for
the cottage (total cost—$20,000.00). Before
the tornado, the entire property was worth
$18,000.00. After the casualty, it was worth
$6,000.00. The loss deduction totals
$11,900.00, computed as follows:
Fair market value of prop
erty before tornado
$18,000.00
Fair market value of prop
erty after tornado
6,000.00
1.
Economic loss
$12,000.00
2. Basis of property
$20,000.00
Loss suffered (lesser of
$12,000.00
1 or 2)
Less first $100.00 of loss
disallowed
100.00
Casualty loss deduction
$11,900.00
Many casualty losses have been disallowed
or reduced because the taxpayer failed to es
tablish his loss with proper evidence. It is the
taxpayer’s responsibility to prove his loss, and
his evidence must be complete and accurate.
Photographs taken immediately before a cas
ualty will go a long way in substantiating value
before casualty. This means that taxpayers
owning property should take periodic photo
graphs of their buildings and grounds. Photo
graphs taken immediately after the casualty
before clearing up or repairs have been made
will help to support the value after the cas
ualty. If the casualty deduction is large, con
sideration should be given to obtaining written
reports from independent appraisers to sup
port the economic loss.
(Concluded on page 11)
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COMMENTS AND IDEA EXCHANGE
JANE STRENCIWILK, CPA

A SECRETARIAL PEEK AT
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
A small cog in the complicated public ac
counting office is the “Jill of All Trades” who
undoubtedly flounders when faced with the
necessity of having to describe her job in one
or two words. Unless she happens to be in the
typing pool in a large firm and can say “Statis
tical Typist,” she will more than likely run the
gamut . . . secretary, switchboard operator,
file clerk, typist, supply clerk, maintenance
man, librarian, coffee maker, etc. This is un
doubtedly the source of her pride and pleasure
in her job. Public accounting is varied, often
nerve-wrecking, made up of peak periods of
harried activity.
When a secretary-typist begins to work for
a firm of Certified Public Accountants, she is
experienced in the use of various machines,
shorthand, typing, but unprepared for the
strange world in which she will find herself.
She may have a vague idea that accounting
has something to do with debits or credits,
but has never seen a balance sheet or a profit
and loss statement, and literally types what
she sees with no conception at all of what it
means.
It is only common sense to have some un
derstanding of what you are doing. No one
expects her to be an accountant, but it will be
helpful if the format at least is familiar. In a
small office with several bosses this necessitates
understanding each person’s own particular
style and phraseology. Since this type of work
means working under pressure and against
deadlines, it is often both time and laborsaving to be able to catch some small error
before the actual typing is completed.
Naturally the heaviest season is that involv

ing income tax preparation. Here again it is
an asset to be able to understand the finished
returns so that the assembling process is not a
matter of shuffling numerous pages of paper
together but of matching schedules to the ac
tual figures they support.
Obviously an important facet of this busi
ness is the client-firm relationship. As a rep
resentative of the firm it is necessary to have
an abundance of tact, patience, good humor,
and the ability to act as a buffer, when neces
sary, between client and accountant.
There is variety and lack of monotony in
this work. Even the pressures of rush jobs add
spark to what could be a dull, routine secre
tarial job. Where the surroundings and the
personnel are congenial, and the equilibrium
is kept under pressure, work in the office of
public accountants can be both very interest
ing and satisfying.
Pat Keller
Tucson ASWA Chapter No. 58
*
* *
MAKING CORRECTIONS WITHOUT
REMOVING TOP FASTENERS
Insert a sheet of paper into the typewriter
so that the upper edge of the sheet extends at
least an inch above the writing line. Insert the
bottom edge of the paper to be corrected be
tween the upper edge of the sheet in the ma
chine and the platen. Roll the platen toward
the operator. As this is done, the carrying sheet
will come out of the machine and the paper
to be corrected will be carried into the ma
chine. The paper to be corrected can then be
placed in the proper position and the correc
tion made.
Corinne Childs, CPA
Tulsa ASWA Chapter No. 38
If the illustration above had been business
Tax Forum (concluded)
If household furnishings had been partially property, you would have been required to
destroyed in above casualty, their deduction separate it into its component parts—namely,
would be figured in the same manner only as land, land improvements, and lake cottage—
and figure a separate deduction on each part.
a second item of loss; however, since the loss
If we assume the same facts as in the illustra
occurred from the same casualty, there would tion above except that $900.00 depreciation
be no need to reduce this item by the $100.00 had been taken on the lake cottage and
reduction as only one $100.00 reduction must $500.00 had been taken on the land improve
be made for each casualty.
ments, our loss is computed as follows:
Lake
Land
Cottage
Total
Land
Improvements
$18,000.00
Value before tornado ---------- ---------- $3,000.00
$13,000.00
$2,000.00
Value after tornado .......................
3,000.00
6,000.00
2,500.00
500.00
1. Economic Loss .......
$
-0$10,500.00
$12,000.00
$1,500.00
2. Adjusted basis ......
$3,000.00
$14,600.00
$18,600.00
$1,000.00
Casualty loss deduction
$11,500.00
$1,000.00
$10,500.00
lesser of 1 or 2 ..........
$
-0Since the above loss represents a business casualty loss, the $100.00 floor on personal casualty
losses does not apply as new Sec. 165(C) (3) does not apply to business losses.
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TIPS FOR BUSY READERS
MARY J. McCANN, CPA

Contributors:
Doris L. Bosworth, CPA
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
New York, New York
Mary E. Burnet, CPA
Rochester Institute of Technology
Rochester, New York
Dr. Marie E. Dubke, CPA
Central Michigan University
Mount Pleasant, Michigan
Dr. Virginia R. Huntington, CPA
Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona
Congress Assesses State Taxes on Interstate
Business, Gilbert Simonetti, Jr., The Journal
of Accountancy, August 1964, Volume 18,
Number 2.
The author has analyzed the Congressional
report on state taxation issued in June of this
year by a Special Subcommittee of the House
Committee on the Judiciary. His observations
concerning the Committee’s findings may or
may not come as a surprise to readers, de
pending on their own personal experience in
this field.
The four year study of the problems prev
alent in taxation of interstate commerce has
culminated in the following observations:
(1) More than half the companies selling
across state lines have less than twenty
employees.
(2) The divergent laws in the various states
have produced chaos, leading to noncompliance by the majority of taxpay
ers. State Tax Administrators have not
reached a level of activity necessary to
enforce their laws, due to the nominal
amount of increased tax collections
possible.
(3) While compliance costs in most in
stances are not burdensome, quite often
they exceed the amount of tax involved,
and such costs generally have been re
sponsible for noncompliance.
The article contains three charts which
should be of extreme importance to any com
pany large or small, confronted with the prob
lem of possible tax liability in other than the
“home” state. The first summarizes the stand
ards established in each state as to contacts
sufficient to subject foreign corporations to
taxation in that state. The second chart in
dicates the methods of attributing income to a
particular state; including separate account
ing, specific allocation and the apportionment
factor formulae in its various phases. The last
chart sets forth the standards established by
each state for the assignment of sales as to

origin and destination, sales offices and activ
ity, acceptance of orders and interstate ship
ments.
While this article may not be said to con
tribute in any way to the solution of the prob
lem of taxation of interstate commerce, it is
valuable for two reasons. The author has re
duced a voluminous, albeit long awaited re
port to concise terms which, when analyzed,
may prove helpful in anticipating the trend of
future legislation. More than that, the charts
referred to above have appeared at one time
or another in various publications and tax
services, but it is extremely helpful to have
all of them available in one publication on a
current basis.
D.L.B.
Accounting for Costs of Capacity, Research
Report No. 39, National Association of Ac
countants, May 1963.
The authors of Research Report No. 39
point out that there is a need for studies of
capacity utilization and that the role of ac
countants in long-range and intermediate-range
planning needs to be an active one because
accountants can provide data which will en
able management to control capacity costs.
Capacity costs are defined as the cost of
the physical facilities and organization which
provide capacity to manufacture and sell and
are distinguished from the additional costs in
curred when capacity is utilized. Capacity
costs may be divided into “committed” costs
which tend to remain constant sometimes for
years, and “managed” costs which vary with
the judgment of executive management from
year to year.
The research study shows that the most
effective means of controlling committed ca
pacity costs is through long-range planning in
which facilities and organization are geared to
sales trends. Three concepts of capacity are
employed in the report, “rated capacity,”
“practicable attainable capacity,” and “sched
uled production.” In order to determine the
full potential for added production and sales,
capacity needs to be defined as the full output
that can be sustained under attainable op
erating conditions.
The report points out the need for studies
of capacity utilization. The research study re
vealed that the accountant in only a few of
the companies participating in the study had
given attention to capacity utilization studies.
In order to be useful, capacity utilization data
must be analyzed and reported to manage
ment. In the field study a number of instances
were reported in which detailed capacity stud
ies had indicated reasons for lost profits.
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Chapter 4 of the report deals with assigning
capacity costs to periods for measuring per
formance and the final chapter (No. 5) deals
with assigning capacity costs to products.
Chapter 5 includes a brief history of the
methods of assigning capacity costs to prod
ucts and ends with a discussion of the prob
lems surrounding the use of capacity costs in
pricing.
The control of capacity costs has become
more important in recent years because these
costs have become a relatively larger portion
of total costs. Mechanization of operations has
progressed and the labor force has become
less flexible. For these reasons, accountants are
well advised to pay increasing attention to
capacity utilization and costs.
M.E.B.
Studies in Accounting Theory, edited by W.
T. Baxter and S. Davidson, Richard D.
Irwin, Inc., 1962.
Studies in Accounting Theory contains a
group of selected articles by outstanding
American and British authors on eleven sep
arate topics. Some of the outstanding Amer
ican writers (accountants and economists)
whose names you will recognize are: Henry R.
Hatfield, W. A. Paton, Sidney Davidson, Car
man C. Blough, Paul Grady, William Blackie,
Maurice Moonitz, and Joel Dean. The book in
cludes sections on history, asset valuation and
income theory, depreciation, price levels, pub
lished statements, management control, and
new techniques. This is not a textbook for the
superficial accountant. These articles are deep
and thought provoking. They have been writ
ten for the fellow professional accountant who
wishes to stretch his mind.
As may be expected, some of the British
articles are more difficult for the American
accountant to understand. Work and phrase
differences and some real differences in ac
counting procedures occasionally force the
reader to pause and reread sentences or par
agraphs. Most of the articles are short and,
unlike a novel, the book can be read one ar
ticle at a time without losing value or signif
icance. Most of the contributions have been
previously printed elsewhere in publications
which are not readily available. Some come
from sources such as the Political Quarterly or
congressional hearings. Studies in Accounting
Theory presents in one 630-page volume con
tributions from over 35 writers, many of whom
are or will be recognized as outstanding lead
ers of our time.
M.E.D.
Readings in Financial Management, edited by
Edward J. Mock. Scranton, Pennsylvania:
International Textbook Company, 1964.
Financial theory and business applications
are balanced fare in Professor Mock’s excellent
collection. Selected articles deal with the many

aspects of business finance in six parts of the
collection: 1) The Finance Function, 2) Fi
nancial Planning and Control, 3) Management
of Assets, 4) Capital Budgeting, 5) Capital
Structure and Cost of Capital, and 6) Manage
ment of Corporate Capital. All of the articles
have publication dates falling after 1957 and
are from leading business and professional
periodicals.
An analysis of the finance function includes
an explanation of the contemporary role of the
financial executive in management. The essen
tial steps in the construction of a financial
control program are presented as a guide to
management. Familiar topics (cost-volumeprofit analysis, break-even analysis, profit plan
ning, cash forecasting, and the funds statement)
are treated sometimes in unfamiliar ways. In
“Cash Forecasting: The Four Methods Com
pared,” William E. Mitchell favors the use of a
funds statement approach to the cash forecast
on the grounds of simplicity of preparation
and interpretation. Subscribers to The Woman
CPA may remember reading “Inventory
Management,” by Robert W. Arnold, which
appeared in the February, 1960 issue of this
publication. Mr. Arnold discusses optimum lot
size, the fixed order, periodic reorders, ob
solescence, control through turnover, budg
etary control, and maximum-minimum quantity
control.
Capital budgeting, the structure and cost of
capital, and the management of capital are
important subject areas. Approaches are sug
gested for evaluating alternative investment
opportunities and alternative sources of finan
cing. Short and intermediate sources of funds
and long-term sources of capital are considered
in the light of recent trends in the money and
capital markets. Several of these articles are
highly theoretical and others describe capital
management programs or investment evalua
tion procedures in current use in manufactur
ing concerns.
V.R.H.

Accounting Profession’s Future
(continued from page 6)
d) If possible, the controller will ascer
tain the president’s thinking in the
area, so as to nurture more effectively
his receptive mood. (But he will not
compromise his well established point
of view to soften or “condition” the
executive’s mood.)
e) The controller knows that timing is
important. People’s judgments when
they are pleased are not the same as
when they are hostile. The feelings
and emotions of the listener, or
reader, are as important as his in
tellect, when we are trying to move
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him to thought or action. The pres
ident could be motivated by his pas
sions, by the emotional stress of the
moment, and his action at a partic
ular time of the day or the week
may be exactly opposite to that which
he would take when his mind is clear
and uninfluenced by foreign mental
impurities.
f) It is futile to attempt in fifteen min
utes that which the controller knows
will take forty-five. He will insist on
the full time needed to do the job, a
little later on. And when that time
comes, at the right point in the dis
cussion when the subject has been
adequately exposed, the controller’s
training will prompt him to become,
as soon as practicable, an attentive
listener. This does not mean that he
will remain mum throughout. On the
contrary, by his facial expressions
and a right statement now and then
at the right time with brief and skill
ful pointedness—by selling from the
president’s point of view, not his own
— the adroit controller could well
leave his executive with the feeling
that the end accomplished has been
largely of his own making.
g) Finally, the controller knows that he
cannot dissolve resistance without a
logical position. His plan or proposal
will be clothed with reasonableness.
In presenting it, that highly trained
person will quickly remove the gris
tle and splinter-bones and resolutely
get down to the meat of the situa
tion. The controller, with commun
ication expertise, will quickly reach
the heart of the problem; will, with
out arm-waving and high pressure
tactics generally electrify his listener
to action.
I think it is worth emphasizing here that
communication is a two-way process, and that
active listening is as essential, if not more
essential, than over-active talking. It is just im
possible by the use of words to be so precise
that the other fellow will understand exactly
what is in our mind, what it is exactly that we
wish to convey. He or she will not understand
our language in exactly the same sense in
which we use it. The person on the listening
end must, at appropriate moments, ask ques
tions skillfully and be supremely attentive, in
order to get the message straight. When trying
to sell a superior, it is vitally necessary that he
get your, and you get his, messages straight.
I think I can count on general agreement
from you that the considerations we have just
looked at would not suggest themselves to the
untutored person. Also, no one will disagree
that they are important considerations for the

successful management accountant. The con
troller’s concern at the university was an ed
ucation which would prepare him to be a
good accounting administrator after employ
ment, not at the time of employment. Once
employed, he traveled not by stagecoach but
by air express, and reached his desired des
tination well in advance.
Conclusion
Back to the Carey edition:
“In the probable economic environment of the
United States in the years ahead, it seems in
evitable that the accounting function will ex
pand rapidly in all its aspects and at all levels.”
(Page 23).
And to ACCOUNTING EDUCATION:
“(There is) a belief on the part of many ac
countants, both practitioners and educators, that
the accountant should be a skilled businessman
as well as a competent accountant.” . . . “As
the complexities and size of our economy in
crease, so must the auditor’s knowledge of our
economy increase. As the applications of math
ematics and electronic data processing to the
operation of a business increase, so must the
auditor’s knowledge of these techniques in
crease. If the accountant is to examine and re
port upon management activities he requires
the broadest kind of education, experience, and
outlook. Many of the participants felt that he
must be first a businessman and second an
accountant.”
I repeat with enthusiasm: The Accounting
Profession’s Future is Bright Indeed.

A READER’S SUGGESTION
One of our readers is Mr. Dodd Watkins,
associate manager for the International Ac
countants Society in the Los Angeles Area.
Mr. Watkins has written as follows concerning
this publication:
“THE WOMAN CPA is quite a publication.
Being presently top-heavy with professional im
pressiveness, two pages (new) would blend in
well with the friendly, general tone that pre
vails in spite of this.”
For the new pages, Mr. Watkins visualizes
one page addressed to the newcomer (profes
sional beginner) which might present the ex
periences of other beginners, both with a touch
of humor and a good measure of encourage
ment.
The second page suggested by Mr. Watkins
is one “dealing with a ‘between the lines’ per
spective on accountants’ experiences.”
For those of our readers who have expressed
a willingness to write for this publication but
who have asked for possible subjects, we sug
gest consideration of the ideas advanced by
Mr. Watkins.
In connection with the second page sug
gested by Mr. Watkins, he wrote further:
“There is a wealth of material in experiences
of accountants . . . which would be valuable
to the profession when shared.”
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EDITOR'S PAGE
AUTHORS IN THIS ISSUE
Louis H. Pilié, CPA, is a partner in the
New Orleans, Louisiana office of Peat, Mar
wick, Mitchell & Co. “The Accounting Pro
fession’s Future is Bright Indeed” was Mr.
Pilié’s topic at the Florida luncheon held at
Miami Beach during the 1964 Joint AWSCPAASWA Annual Meeting. For the benefit of
those who were unable to hear Mr. Pilié de
liver this address, it is published in its entirety
in this issue.
Miss Julianna Royal, CPA, is business man
ager of KCOP Television, Inc., Hollywood,
California. After Mr. Pilié’s address in Miami
Beach, Miss Royal commented that she should
like to make a “rebuttal.” At the editor’s sug
gestion, she submitted the material which is
published herein as “Reviewing or Judging
Management Decisions.”
Publication deadlines prevented an exchange
of correspondence between Mr. Pilié and Miss
Royal; other readers, if they feel so inclined,
are invited to comment on the attitude ex
pressed by either Mr. Pilié or Miss Royal, or
both.
CONTRIBUTORS TO “TIPS FOR
BUSY READERS”
Miss Mary J. McCann, CPA, our associate
editor, has also consented to serve as coor
dinator of the “Tips For Busy Readers” feature
during the forthcoming year. To date, four
AWSCPA-ASWA members have agreed to
serve as contributors to this feature.
Miss Doris L. Bosworth, CPA, with Peat,
Marwick, Mitchell & Co., in New York, will
submit reviews of publications of the Amer
ican Institute of Certified Public Accountants,
including THE JOURNAL OF ACCOUNT
ANCY, and of THE NEW YORK CPA.
Mary E. Burnet, CPA, who is assistant pro
fessor at the Rochester Institute of Technol
ogy, Rochester, New York, has agreed to
submit reviews of publications of the National
Association of Accountants.
Dr. Marie E. Dubke, CPA, who is on the
faculty of the School of Business Administra
tion at the Central Michigan University, Mount
Pleasant, Michigan, will prepare reviews of
books on accounting subjects and of articles
in the JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTING RE
SEARCH. In addition, she will watch for
items of interest in the Michigan CPA pub
lication.
The fourth contributor, Dr. Virginia R.
Huntington, CPA, is associate professor of ac
counting at Arizona State University, Tempe,
Arizona. She will be reviewing articles in
periodicals, such as FINANCIAL ANALYSTS
JOURNAL, FINANCIAL EXECUTIVE,
HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW, and other
periodicals, as well as books on subjects (not

necessarily limited to accounting) which are
likely to be of interest to our readers.
The contributors expect to provide enough
information for our readers to determine if
they should obtain the complete article, or
book, for further study. If any of our readers
have particular publications that they might
like to have reviewed (or might like to review
for us), we shall be pleased to receive this
information.
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The IAS
Diploma
Means
LIFETIME
FREE
Study Privileges

An extraordinary feature of the IAS home study training
plan —and one that has made an outstanding contribution to
the success of thousands of IAS graduates —is the Life
Scholarship Privilege.
Under this provision, every graduating student becomes
eligible, without any further cost, for all additional elective
courses in the full IAS curriculum.
Thus, the IAS graduate can continue to improve and en
large his knowledge of the various fields of accounting and
management, to keep pace with changes and advancements
in his career objectives. Elective courses are provided in the
following subjects:
Basic Auditing
Public Auditing
Internal Auditing
Basic Cost Accounting
Advanced Cost Accounting
Corporation Accounting
Corporation Finance

Business Statistics
Management Control
Economics

Office Management
Accounting Law
Federal Income Tax
CPA Coaching
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benefits of IAS’s tested, personalized instruction method are
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